
The most important rules 

Efforts to find a job  

You must search regularly for a job (every week) from 1st to 31st of each month in the defined area. 

No breaks in the job search are permitted except for paid holidays or 100% inability to work. 

  (10-12) per month /  (2-3)   per week 

List job search efforts on the form Personal Efforts to Find a Job (Persönliche Arbeitsbemühungen) and submit up 

until the 5th of the following month. 

The form for the current month is to be updated and brought to the RAV appointment with the adviser with job 

advertisements, applications and rejections (documentation requirement). 

 

Test work days (Schnuppertage) (max. 2 days, if longer the employer must pay) 

RAV: inform the RAV adviser in advance. 
Kasse: ---- 
 
Position requiring de-registration from RAV 

RAV: inform the RAV adviser immediately by email with the following information:  Company name and address, job 
title/ description, pensum, start-date of job, „I would therefore like to de-register as of (date)“. (Ich melde mich 
deshalb per (Datum) ab“. 
Kasse: indicate at question 10 of the „10 Questions“ that you are no longer unemployed as of „date“ („Datum“). 
 
Interim position (job not requiring de-registration from RAV) 

RAV: report this to RAV immediately and update/ submit CV mentioning interim job 
Kasse: indicate on the „10 Questions“ form and submit „interim work“ form (Zwischenverdienstformular), 
(submission only possible at the beginning of following month). 
 
Illness 
 
RAV: report immediately, after four days a doctor’s note is to be submitted. For longer illnesses, doctor’s notes 
should be submitted regularly. 
Kasse: indicate on the „10 Questions“ form and possibly submit with a doctor’s note. 
 
Accident 
 
RAV: report immediately and submit doctor’s note. For longer absences due to accident, doctor’s notes should be 
submitted regularly. 
Kasse: call as quickly as possible and request accident documents (Unfallpapiere). Indicate on the „10 Questions“ 
form and submit with a doctor’s note. 
 
Vacation 
 
RAV: inform 14 days in advance 
Kasse: indicate on the „10 Questions“ form. 
 
Personal details 
 
Telephone number, e-mail or address changes should be reported to RAV immediately and an updated CV sent to 
RAV. 


